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14-16th
Oct. 2021

Registrations from 15th August to 3rd October

THE FACES OF
CONSERVATION
The Sixth Edition of the
IIC Student & Emerging
Conservator Conference

IIC Student and Emerging Conservators Conference
NOVA School of Science and Technology
October 2021, via Zoom

THE FACES OF CONSERVATION
WHO, WHERE AND
WHEN?
A group of students from the
School of Science and
Technology from the NOVA
University of Lisbon are
organising the first full virtual
edition of the conference.
The conference will take place
on the 14th, 15th and 16th
October 2021, via Zoom.
Take a look at our website
where you can register:
https://eventos.fct.unl.pt/secc2
021-the-faces-of-conservation
Reach out to us if you need
further information:
iic.secc.2021@campus.fct.unl.pt

IIC STUDENT & EMERGING CONSERVATOR CONFERENCES
have been bringing together conservation students,
emerging conservators and conservation professionals
from all-over the world since 2011. These conferences aim
to provide a unique environment for participants to share
their experiences, expectations and advice regarding a
future career in conservation.

Following the previous successful editions, we are
delighted to announce that the 6th Student &
Emerging Conservator Conference will be held on three
consecutive days. Activities will consist of interactive
'round table' presentations, studio visits and social
events. This year all the activities will occur online
via Zoom.
The title of the 2021 conference is a reflection of all of
us: professionals at different career stages, working in
the most diverse areas and all-over the world. Getting
to know one another, the struggles and solutions we all
face is the motto for this edition.

SHORT PROGRAM

THURSDAY • 14TH OCTOBER • 2021
Conservation Sciences and Research
The panel for this session will talk about their experience working in conservation sciences and
academia, museum and laboratory research as well as the different idiosyncrasies of the field.
FRIDAY • 15TH OCTOBER • 2021
Conservation and Restoration
Following the same panel structure as the first session, speakers will reflect on the subjective path each
emerging conservator can follow when choosing a working area and hands-on environment.
SATURDAY • 16TH OCTOBER • 2021
Preventive Conservation and Management
The panel for the third and last session will discuss their varied experience in prevention and
management in conservation, providing insight on the alternative paths of this field.

We look forward to seeing you!

